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Menti activity
Do you believe Heritage Interpretation is at
odds with your church environment?
If yes, please give your reasons

Pilgrims and tourists

Heritage Interpretation
All heritage sites need interpretation.
Even an expert architect needs local information in order to interpret a building in the right way.
Heritage sites use many different interpretation methods to help visitors interact with their site.
“If people understand their building, they will value it; by valuing it, they will want to look after it; in caring
for it, they will help others enjoy it. From enjoyment of the historic environment comes a greater thirst to
understand it and the circle begins again.”
Dr Simon Thurley

Faith Interpretation
“Making faith sites open, accessible and ensuring a meaningful visit has challenges, though many congregations
are responding with increasing professionalism.
Building Faith in our Future, The Church of England
“If possible your church should be open during the day. The presence of legitimate visitors will help deter those
with criminal intent.”
Ecclesiastical Insurance Group
“The parish churches of England are some of the most sparkling jewels in the precious crown that is our historic
environment.”
Dr Simon Thurley

Freeman Tilden - Principles of Interpretation 1957
Interpreting Our Heritage, 1957
•Interpretation that does not relate what is being displayed to something within the
personality/experience of the visitor, will be sterile.
•‘Information’ is not Interpretation. Interpretation is revelation based upon information,
they are entirely different things.
•Interpretation is an art (combining many arts), whether the materials presented are scientific,
historical or architectural. Art is in some degree, teachable.
•The chief aim of Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.
•Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and must address itself to the
whole [person] rather than any phase.
•Interpretation addressed to children should not be a dilution of the presentation to adults, but
should follow a fundamentally different approach. To be at its best it will require a separate program.
Tilden's principles remain highly relevant to interpreters across the world. In 2002 Larry Beck and Ted Cable published
"Interpretation for the 21st Century - Fifteen Guiding Principles for Interpreting Nature and Culture", which elaborated
upon Tilden's original

2020
Seven working principles for interpretation / The National
Trust
• Are you creating the right first impression?
• Does the spirit shine through?
• Does the visit appeal on different levels?
Invite action / Catch the eye / Make a connection / Explain the detail

• Does every detail count?
• Can the place speak for itself?
• Are there reasons to return?
• Are we stretching and surprising people?

Know your visitors
Who they are, their likes and dislikes,
their reasons for visiting
• Local members of the community, family and friends
• Casual visitors looking for a quiet place
• Specialist groups or individual visitors (church crawlers)
• People carrying out research, looking for something specific (researching family history)
• People attending a special service or event (life events)
• Walkers and cyclists (pilgrimage)
• School, college & university groups
• Visitors with environmental interests (churchyard)
• ‘Tourists’; staying locally, traveling from other parts of the country or overseas?

Interpretive panels and text labels
Text labels
Text labels near objects are the backbone
of interpretation. They give background,
and specific or contextual information
•What it is
•Where, when and by whom it was made
•The materials and techniques used to make it
•Any inscriptions on it
V&A ‘Gravestone Information’

pros and cons
Readability… who for? Reading age? English as first
language?
Writing for VI? Lighting, clarity?
Types of label: Factual / personal / creative / what are the stories it can help to tell?

Writing Text Panels
Most interpretive script should resemble the way we speak
rather than the way we write.
Streakers, Strollers & Studiers
Research into visitor behaviour has distinguished three types of
visitors, based on how long they spend reading text in interpretive
displays. To cater for all three types of users give your text panels a
clear hierarchy of text:

1. Single line, attention grabbing title (streaker)
2. No more than 50 words summary (stroller)
3. No more than 250 words script (studier)

Keep It Short
Before you start scripting your panel set an ambitious word
limit: the shorter, the better (250 words including titles and
summaries.
If it needs to be longer a graphic panel is not the right medium to use. Keep it
clear and to the point, and use simple and short sentence structures.

Grab that headline
Every panel should have a clearly identifiable title.
This is the first thing a visitor will see and it must achieve two
objectives:
• Grab people’s attention
• Give a flavour of what the panel is about
Think “newspaper headline” rather than “essay title”.

Accessibility
• Accessibility is a legal responsibility (Disability Discrimination Act)
• Accessible interpretation benefits everyone, not just those visitors with alternative needs
• The best way to ensure your interpretation is accessible is to work with people who have
experience of special access needs.
• Access is very personal and individual, what suits one person, might not suit the next.

Graphic style:
Avoid complicated fonts / Use “sans serif” / Make the size of the text as big as possible / Do not capitalise
titles / Avoid italics or underlining of text / Emphasise with a larger font or emboldened / Align text to the
left / Allow for visual breaks in the text with paragraphs and line-spacing / Use high contrast background and
text colours / Make sure the background is not over complicated.

Banners and pop ups

Internal notices

External notices and signage

• Signage audit

Staying ‘on brand’

Other printed material
• Guidebooks
• Leaflets
• Floor plans

Walkround guides and leaflets
Know your audience

Self guided tours / Floor plans

Guidebooks – old and new and tech

New technology and virtual tours

Online
exhibitions
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/st-paul-s-cathedral

Tactile exhibits

Tactile exhibits

Guided tours
Duration: 60–90 minutes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Architectural interests
Art in the cathedral
Current conservation projects
Herefordshire / Shropshire musical tradition
Magna Carta in the Marches
Pilgrimage today
Saints and Sinners
Stained Glass
Schools and Educational tours

Living history interpretation
and costumed events

Delivering live interpretation
• Scripted – a piece is researched, scripted and learned line for line. With background
information, the interpreter can answer questions after the presentation.

• Researched free flow – the interpreter researches the subject well, and then, in
character, presents to the audience.

• Improvisation - the interpreter is armed with information and improvises a piece based
on what they feel the audiences needs are

• Living history - the interpreter sets about day to day tasks from a relevant period of
history. They can either ‘ignore’ the public, or interact with them in character

• Tours in character – a tour in costume and as a character that is relevant, giving
valuable insights into the building and its use

User generated content
• You Tube Channels
• Events, services, lectures or recitals

pre-Covid

Covid and beyond…
• Zoom
• Skype
• MS Teams
• Digital worship
• Podcasts
• Soundcloud
• You Tube
• Events, services, lectures or recitals

Images
• Smartphones

‘Taking good digital photographs’
Composition / Creativity / Safeguarding

• Photographs posted on social media
Make contact

• Photographs taken at your events
• Friendly local photographers
• Photographic clubs or competitions
• Projects with schools / young people
• Archival photographs and plans
• Paintings, drawings and creative UGC

Evaluation
• Front-end - identify your target audience and consider what they will
need.
• Formative – evaluate the facility in development. You can still make
changes before you have committed all your resources.
• Summative – checking against the initial plans, find out whether it
actually worked.
Visitor numbers / income generation / data capture
Visitor comments / volunteer feedback /Questionnaires / feedback forms
Qualitative / quantitative
Lessons learned / Celebrate!

Interpretation activity

(revisit storytelling activity)

One of the following, or a better story from someone in your group
1) A humble and relatively inaccessible 12th century church is currently in a poor
state of repair, do you think it would be worth a visit…?
2) During a recent spell of dreadful weather, a tree has fallen in the village. A local
craftsperson is using the wood to make something for the church…
3) Our churchyard has a large number of very old apple trees. Each autumn,
members of the community make baked goods using the fruit.
4) On Easter day in 1786, the central tower of this riverside church collapsed, though
you wouldn’t have any idea looking at it today…

Interpretation activity
• Who is my story intended for?

Single or multiple audiences, children?

• What is the purpose of telling my story?

Refer back to the Theme / story

behind the story of workshop 1

• What do I want viewers to do as a result of hearing my story?
• What interpretation methods would be most suitable to tell my story?
• What images would help to tell my story?
• How might ‘the senses’ be used to help tell my story?
• How can I measure the impact of my story? Evaluation: Front end / Formative
/ Summative

National Churches Trust: Interpreting your Building
https://www.nationalchurchestrust.org/working-what-you-have-things-do-now/interpreting-your-building
Displays and Interpretation: Diocese of Chester
https://www.chester.anglican.org/mission/mission-pages/displays-interpretation-4968.php
Writing a visitor booklet: The National Trust
https://intoorg.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/seven_working_principles_of_interpretation_booklet.pdf
Writing Text Labels: V7A Blog
https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/creating-new-europe-1600-1800-galleries/labels-gallery-text?gclid=Cj0KCQiAkuP9BRCkARIsAKGLE8V9F
CWY9BNDmJDy5Y3597ujX5Kja8b4Qro3JCLat7O4wq8L69R_dlUaApJjEALw_wcB
MLA Top Tips for Interpretation
https://www.museumdevelopmentyorkshire.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/10-Top-Tips-for-Interpretation-2011.pdf
Google Arts and Culture: St Pauls Cathedral
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/st-paul-s-cathedral

